• The sequence template file originally published with 2016 ISFG STR sequence minimal nomenclature requirements has been comprehensively revised • The number of forensic STRs listed has been expanded to include loci less commonly used but requiring detailed sequence descriptions • A wide range of sequence variation features in and around forensic STRs have been identified and the revised sequence guide provides new annotations of these variants • The sequence guide is now available as an FTP download that allows dynamic revisions and inclusion of a date-stamped change log to detail future changes Abstract The STR sequence template file published in 2016 as part of the considerations from the DNA Commission of the International Society for Forensic Genetics on minimal STR sequence nomenclature requirements, has been comprehensively revised and audited using the latest GRCh38 genome assembly. The list of forensic STRs characterized was expanded by including supplementary autosomal, X-and Y-chromosome microsatellites in less common use for routine DNA profiling, but some likely to be adopted in future massively parallel sequencing (MPS) STR panels. We outline several aspects of sequence alignment and annotation that required care and attention to detail when comparing sequences to GRCh37 and GRCh38 assemblies, as well as the necessary matching of MPS-based allele descriptions to previously established repeat region structures described in initial sequencing studies of the less well known forensic STRs. The revised sequence guide is now available in a dynamically updated FTP format from the STRidER website with a date-stamped change log to allow users to explore their own MPS data with the most up-to-date forensic STR sequence information compiled in a simple guide.
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T
Introduction
In 2016, an Excel-based STR sequence template file accompanied the set of considerations published by the DNA Commission of the International Society for Forensic Genetics (ISFG) on minimal STR sequence nomenclature requirements [1] . The publication of these considerations was designed to foster consensus in the forensic community about the optimum way to arrange sequence alignments, variant annotation and an eventual allele nomenclature framework necessary for mainstream use of massively parallel sequencing (MPS) to genotype forensic STRs. The first principal guideline was a directive requiring STR sequences to conform to the standardized system, applied to all human microsatellites, of alignment to the genome reference sequence: a haploid, single-strand nucleotide string arranged in a unified p-arm to q-arm direction per chromosome. The second principal guideline recommended that variant annotation: the systematic description of genome sequence differences between individuals, should use the locus identifiers and novel variant reporting methods applied in the 1000 Genomes and NCBI dbSNP databases. It was recognized at the time of publication that sequence variation within the repeat regions of microsatellites presents particular challenges when tracking sequence changes relative to the human reference sequence, which would require care and a period of time to allow early adopters of forensic MPS systems to compile sufficient sequencing data. The STR sequence template file embodied these guidelines by summarizing each STR's sequence alignment and variant/repeat region annotations. As well as mapping the relevant segments of the human reference sequence for each STR, all recorded flanking region variants with more than 10% polymorphism (in one or more population groups) were placed in the context of the STR's repeat region. Annotation was extended to less frequent variants that become important when differentiating repeat region nucleotides from those in flanking regions (e.g. SNPs creating an uncounted repeat unit motif immediately next to the first or last true repeat -see Fig. 1 of [1] ). Therefore, defining each STR's repeat region start and end points became the keystone for defining the allelic structure of the marker and protecting its backward compatibility to capillary electrophoresis (CE) genotypes populating all national DNA databases.
With the need for precision and detail in mind, the STR sequence working group (this authorship) have used the original template file as the main data-exchange facility in order to easily update or add variant annotations, as well as explore additional STR loci and re-align many of the originally published repeat region bounds. Periodic releases of a sequence template file continuously revised in this way would lead to confusion, multiple versions in common use and conflicting sequence descriptions. The template file also needs to be regularly calibrated to the most up-todate human genome sequence build. Therefore, a clear need exists for a dynamic version of the sequence template file that can be placed in an open-access online file transfer scheme. Such a
framework is best arranged in a dedicated FTP site with a date-stamped change-log updated in each file release. The STRidER database [2] has been set up to manage the compilation of forensic STR variation data in the MPS era -providing the obvious host site for a dynamic FTP version of the sequence template file. This paper reports the release of a comprehensively revised sequence template file, herein the STR Sequence Guide, as an FTP file that can be downloaded periodically by forensic DNA practitioners to keep STR sequence information up-to-date. We briefly describe the surprisingly wide range of STR structure and sequence variation factors that the working group considered when revising the sequence data. Detailed descriptions of STR sequences are just as important for established CE genotyping regimes as MPS. The recent discovery of ambiguity in the genomic descriptions of forensic STRs when comparing CE and MPS data [3, 4] highlights the need for greater care and accuracy when mapping microsatellites during their initial development for forensic adoption. For this reason, the listed STRs have been expanded to include an additional 45 autosomal, Y-chromosome and X-chromosome loci less commonly used in forensic DNA profiling.
Results and discussion
The revised STR Sequence Guide is available for download from the STRidER website at:
https://strider.online
In addition to revisions of the STR sequence data and inclusion of less commonly used forensic STRs, a detailed change log has been added listing all changes made to the original sequence template file at the date the revision is checked, agreed (by the authorship) and compiled. An additional worksheet lists all STRs as simple FASTA sequence strings with their GRCh38 chromosome coordinates and individual GRCh38 nucleotides (i.e. one per Excel cell) within the stated 'bedfile' sequence segment bounds.
Extra forensic STRs added to the original sequence template file
Coverage of forensic STRs was expanded by adding: i. a significant number of autosomal STRs developed for supplemented forensic analyses (e.g. in complex kinship tests), comprising all the newly-adopted markers in supplementary CE kits that were compiled in the 2017 study of Phillips [5] ; ii. a further five X-chromosome STRs of the panel of twelve analyzed by the Qiagen Argus X-12 CE kit; iii. additional rapidly-mutating Y-chromosome STRs (RM Y-STRs), yet to be adopted in
MPS panels but of interest and forensic utility. All previously listed and additional forensic STRs now included in the revised STR Sequence Guide are detailed in Table 1 .
Although MPS analysis of some of the above STRs may not be possible at present, the technology and sequence alignment algorithms to analyze sequences continue to improve to the point where the complex sequence structure of SE33 may be amenable to genotyping by MPS in the near future. More importantly, many STRs are genotyped by CE in mainstream forensic analyses and interpretation of allelic patterns is improved when reference can be made to their repeat region sequence structures. Sequence data is now divided into four worksheets, adapting the original S1 designations: S1A, common use autosomal A-STRs (35 loci); S1B, common use XY-STRs (29 Y and 7 X loci); S1C, additional A-STRs (34 loci); and S1D, additional XY-STRs (6 RM Y-STRs and 5 X loci). The misidentified D5S2800 STR included in the Thermo Fisher Precision ID STR MPS panel has been placed in the common use A-STRs worksheet, alongside D5S2500 used in several CE kits.
Audit of GRCh38 reference genome builds released between 2013 and 2017
In the original template file, reference sequence was collected from the 1000 Genomes database and cross-checked against the chromosome coordinates of the two main genome assemblies of GRCh37 and GRCh38, using the In Silico PCR web-tool to map sequences in the first GRCh38 build (released 17-December-2013). The GRCh38 assembly has undergone periodic revisions that have identified a series of sequence inversions, segmental duplications and translocations with increasing precision. Therefore, a fresh review was made of the most recent stable GRCh38 genome build, GRCh38.p10 (released 1-June-2017), which is held in the Ensemble sequence repository [6] . A new build has since been published: GRCh38.p11, released 14-June-2017, but
is not yet viewable in the Ensemble genome browser (each GRCh38 build is available to download at a dedicated NCBI site [7] ).
The comparison of each GRCh38 genome build showed no nucleotide differences at any positions originally listed in the sequence template file. Some additional XY-STRs showed differences in sequence arrangements between GRCh37 and GRCh38 assemblies, similar in character or more complex, than the differences listed for repeat unit in GRCh38 at X:150403993-150403996). As a result, 27 repeats for DXS10146 in GRCh38, differs from the Qiagen Argus X-12 CE kit guide listing of 26, based on the original X-STR sequence studies of Edelmann [8] . To match CE and MPS repeat region annotations, an uncounted sequence tract was extended to include the GRCh38-only AAAG nucleotides described above -losing one repeat (uncounted sequence revised to GRCh38 X:150403993-150404002). With these adjusted allele numbers in place for GRCh38, there are also contrasting repeat motifs between each assembly at repeats 13 and 19.
Revised STR repeat region sequence structure summaries
In the original sequence template file, the summary descriptions of each STR's repeat region structure (in column B) summarized the patterns of repeated motifs seen in the reference sequence. We took the opportunity to revise these summary descriptions to better reflect common variation in forensic STR repeat region structures seen in everyday practice, which may not always be represented by the repeat region in the reference sequence. In some loci there was also some inconsistency in the way complex repeat region structures were formatted to describe the repeat motifs and any uncounted nucleotide tracts between them. Simple format rules were refined for forensic STR repeat region descriptions and applied to their revised data, which now occupy column D, while columns B and C in the STR Sequence Guide now list the bounding GRCh38 coordinates for the whole sequence shown and the repeat region, plus the length of each sequence. STR repeat region formatting rules apply to: 1) repeating elements (usually termed motifs) and; 2) uncounted nucleotide tracts imbedded within repeat regions. Table 2 Uncounted nucleotides lack within-tract spaces and numerical descriptions. For brevity, long uncounted tracts of ten or more nucleotides are simply described with a number in the STR Sequence Guide, e.g. DYS448 [AGAGAT]n N42 [AGAGAT]n. However, proper reporting of such tracts in individual STR sequences should provide the full sequence string, as shown in the example of DYS449 in Table 2 .
It is important to note that eleven STR repeat region descriptions now differ from those given in the original sequence template file, as it has been necessary to emphasize the description of common forensic STR variation in the repeat region structure summaries, rather than certain patterns seen in the reference sequence. The details of these STRs are shown in Table 3 . The bulk of these revised repeat region descriptions indicate common intermediate alleles from
shorter motifs, now included in the appropriate format, but D21S11 is a notable example of the repeat region variation at the 3' endpoint of: AT [TCTA]n; commonly seen in longer D21S11 alleles, but absent from the reference sequence.
Inverted multiple-allele Y-STRs
The most complex STR sequence patterns were seen in Y-STRs, in particular RM Y-STRs with multiple amplified sequences and therefore showing two, three or four alleles that may or may not have different sizes in CE. In all cases of multiple sequences, the most 'upstream' 5' sequence position was used to set the direction for each read and therefore the repeat region structure (e.g.
DYS385b is 5' upstream of DYS385a and has [TTTC] repeats, so the DYS385a sequence is inverted to match). Additional XY-STRs with multiple inverted sequences were: DYF403S1 (4 fragments), DYF399S1 (4) and DYF404S1 (2) . DYF399S1 and DYF404S1 were given provisional labels of "fragments" 1-4 and 1-2 respectively, based on their relative 5' positions, as it is not viable to match the very similar repeat numbers in each sequence to patterns observed in CE genotyping of these loci.
The four sequences of DYF403S1 were labeled according to the recommendations of Lee [9] as: DYF403S1a (312 nt in Lee's study); DYF403S1a (316 nt); DYF403S1b1 (341 nt); DYF403S1b2 (437 nt). Note that the two DYF403S1a fragments are identical in their flanking regions so are not be distinguishable as individual sequences. Although this is not a problem in routine genotyping, it shows that identical flanking sequences for two amplified fragments leads to an inability to identify them individually. During developmental studies of DYF403S1 in one contributing laboratory (DB), a fifth sequence fragment of 342 nt was detected using the primers of Lee [9] .
Significantly, this fifth amplified sequence is only listed for GRCh38 with In Silico PCR, not for the GRCh37 genome assembly. Further investigation revealed the 342 nt fragment was actually the STR DYS627, where enough primer sequence homology has remained between each STR to allow some low level amplification (approximately 20%) of DYS627 from DYF403S1 primers (Supplementary File S1). Therefore, it can be concluded that a proportion of RM Y-STRs represent replicated sequences of previously established Y-chromosome microsatellites that have diverged sufficiently to become distinct STRs with locus-specific allelic variation and in certain cases differentiated repeat region structures.
Many multiple allele Y-STRs have relatively large distances between their sequence positions and are interspersed with single-sequence Y-STRs. Fig. 1 summarizes patterns of these Y-STR sequence positions in two 4-megabase sections of the Y-chromosome. 
Incidental microsatellites

Mobility-shift SNPs
Compiling insertion-deletion polymorphisms sited in repeat and flanking regions
It is important to track all insertion-deletion polymorphisms (Indels) within repeat regions as they can create a high level of variability in the sequence; are often population specific; can be ambiguously positioned; and when combined with Indels in flanking regions may create isometric fragments that go undetected by CE. We found it difficult to match the 1000 Genomes or dbSNP annotations of Indels sited in repeat regions with the accumulating knowledge of these variants from forensic MPS studies.
The most common forensic STR repeat region Indel that forms the TH01 9. Having three alternative ways to annotate the TH01 9.3 allele (Fig. 2) highlights the difficulty of describing copy number variation of one type located within copy number variation of another type, so it should be no surprise that current Indel annotation of repeat region reference sequence is not always consistent and remains incomplete. Therefore, it is a sensible policy to avoid overly precise descriptions of Indels in repeat regions, whether common or rare. Since forensic MPS STR data will be handled as full sequence strings, the annotation of Indels that are likely to occupy different positions in a range of alleles is unnecessary. The existing system of describing repeat regions with bracketed repeat motifs also captures any Indels that occur in these sequence tracts.
Despite the difficulty of annotating Indels, we retained details of two well-characterized Indel loci close to the 3' repeat region endpoints of D18S51 (rs575219471) and D19S433 (rs147936416); because they are key to fixing the repeat region 3' bounds in each STR. Indels positioned in a polymeric sequence tract were placed as insertions or deletions starting at the most 5' nt, 
Concluding remarks: Considerations for moving towards an agreed STR allele nomenclature system in the future
The phrase "the devil's in the detail" describes how a seemingly simple task can turn out to be more complicated than supposed, as individual details produce unforeseen problems. This has often been the case during the compilation of sequence data, thoroughly revised here from the original sequence template file, in order to strengthen the foundations for a forensic STR allele nomenclature system. A persistent challenge has been the need to match repeat region structures found in the reference sequence and in MPS data, with the repeat allele numbers suggested by early Sanger sequencing analyses of STRs genotyped by CE. We have often used historical precedence, when the first published sequences of an STR allowed a repeat structure to be proposed. However, a period of comparative studies will be increasingly necessary for the less commonly used STRs compiled here. We place importance in the inclusion of as many forensic STRs as possible, since it is likely that MPS multiplexes will continue to expand and the compilation of often little-used STRs provides a properly curated set of genomic details about their sequence characteristics alongside the core STRs. This is particularly important for RM Y-STRs that unsurprisingly, tend to be found in the more unstable regions of the Y-chromosome, which in turn may have influenced choice of these microsatellites in the first generation of forensic MPS STR panels. However, Y-STRs generally appear more prone to multiple sequences;
Hansen and Ballantyne [10] observed ~13% of 417 forensic microsatellites on the Y-chromosome had two duplicated sequences (40 Y-STRs) or 3, 4, 5 and 9 duplications (11 Y-STRs). The close similarity in sequence between DYF403S1 and DYS627 we highlight in this report also suggests that replicated STR sequences eventually evolve into differentiated microsatellites. Such STRs can have distinct patterns of repeat variation, but may still retain enough sequence homology to cause problems in distinguishing their amplified fragments when they are combined in the same PCR.
The complexities revealed when GRCh37 and GRCh38 genome assemblies are compared, underlines the importance of a single stable reference sequence to act as the template on which all MPS sequence data can be reliably aligned. At all the forensic STR sequence tracts checked, GRCh38 has not changed in four years of re-assembly, but shows critical differences with GRCh37 at certain nucleotides. This issue is highlighted by the need to re-annotate the repeat region of DXS10146 because GRCh38 differs in sets of nucleotides in four separate positions, from the GRCh37 assembly originally used to map the repeats. We recommend exclusive use of the GRCh38 human genome sequence to align forensic MPS data, but retain the GRCh37 coordinates because publications still commonly map sequence variants to GRCh37 positions. In the case of DXS10146, the Argus X-12 kit's ladder fragments, control genotypes and supporting GRCh38 coordinates for all variants in this large-scale catalog of human variation is in process, as we expected to happen [1] . However, the 1000 Genomes browser that lists GRCh37 coordinates, combined with dbSNP that has both, currently provides the best way to check variation found in STR flanking regions.
Assessments of the range of sequence variation in forensic STRs from collective efforts such as STRSeq [17] will accelerate the progress towards an agreed sequence allele nomenclature framework, but these initiatives will be greatly helped by contributions from the whole community.
A dynamically revised STR Sequence Guide makes the submission of new sequence discoveries from any forensic MPS practitioner wishing to compare their own data, much more straightforward. Recent discussions and exchange of details in the STR sequence working group have been prompted by revisiting CE information as much as new data generated from MPS. Therefore, anyone with an interest in understanding forensic STR sequences are free to access, and via STRidER, contribute new variant annotations to, the revised STR Sequence Guide launched with this publication. 
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